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What are Defense 
Mechanisms:

• Repression 

• Projection 

• Displacement 

• Rationalization 

• Reaction Formation

• Denial 

• Regression 

• Intellectualization 

• Sublimation



Understanding to Elevate 
Behaviors

• Defense mechanisms spring up from your adult ego 
(dealing with reality) as it tries to protect you from your 
infantile id (meeting basic needs). 


• Positive emotional states come about when we are able to 
view our experiences in ways that allow us to feel good 
about ourselves.


• If we are able to develop more positive interpretations of 
our experiences, then we will not needlessly punish 
ourselves over imagined failures or losses.



Breaking FREE of your personal negative 
defense mechanisms that keep you 

trapped in negative emotions, insecurity, 
and self-doubt can help you achieve 

sustainable weight loss…



Repression
• Irrational beliefs (“everyone must love me”) that operate below your 

conscious awareness.


• Certain negative “automatic  
thoughts" can make you feel  
miserable because they  
stem from irrational beliefs that  
you are unable to articulate.


• Once these irrational beliefs  
make it into your conscious,  
you can challenge and change  
your thoughts.



Projection
• You take what you think  
are unacceptable impulses 
and attribute them to  
others.


• “It's other people who are  
wrong, but never me.”



Displacement
• Transferring your unacceptable feelings toward someone 
you’re supposed to love (or perhaps fear) onto  
a safer target.


• You’re treated badly 
by your boss, so you  
go home and express 
your anger by yelling  
at someone in your  
family (or at self with  
binging, etc)



Rationalization
• You use an excuse to justify an experience that 
reflects negatively on you.


• Accept the fact that  
once in a while,  
even good people  
do something bad.  
 



Reaction Formation
• You turn your unacceptable impulses into their 

opposite


• Becomes a way to protect your own self-respect and 
self-esteem, albeit not productive for growth.


• Once left behind, you can have a non-conflicted 
relationship with all foods and not add labels like Good/
Bad Foods



Denial (False Beliefs)
• You deny having negative or harmful impulses; if you did, 

you'd be overwhelmed with anxiety.


• Being protected from reality  
might allow you to feel better,  
but you are better off  
accepting the truth.


• Easing into the truth in  
measurable doses is far more  
productive.



Regression
• When you're stressed, you  

revert to an earlier stage  
when you felt happier and  
more secure (think of a  
thumb-sucking preschooler)


• Understand that you’re only blocking yourself more when 
you behave in a childish way. Acknowledging that situations 
can be frustrating, and then giving yourself permission to 
feel frustrated will allow you to manage those negative 
feelings without having to grab the nearest security blanket.



Intellectualization
• You come up with a reason  
to explain away the  
negative results of an  
event or encounter. 


• You distance yourself  
entirely and deal with the  
situation without emotion.



Sublimation
• You take unacceptable impulses—(yelling, crying, feeling 

angry) directed at an inappropriate target (junk foods)—and 
turn them into behaviors that will not cause problems, and  
may even do some good. 

• This allows us to be productive  
contributors to society. We write  
poetry, play music, and pursue  
our career exploits because we’re  
making our negative energy useful.



Conclusion

Our defense mechanisms don’t have to be 
stand in the way of our personal transformation.


Dispensing with irrational beliefs can help you 
achieve sustainable weight loss by allowing you 
to express, accept and grow—even if you're not 
perfect.

*This presentation includes ideas from from Susan Krauss Whitbourne Ph.D. / Daniel Ziegler, Ph.D. / Albert Ellis, Ph.D. / Sigmund Freud


